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and I'll take my two banks [containing thirty-seven cents in
all] and give them the money and then they can buy tubs
for themselves/' Errors in judgments are common among
preschool children. Their ability to make simple generaliza-
tions, however, is frequently underestimated. Their failure
to make more accurate generalizations is, in part, the result
of their illogical environment.
In these early years one should not attempt to develop
reasoning by giving the child long and complicated answers
to his simple questions. In doing this there is danger of
developing a glibness and superficiality that leaves unde-
veloped the child's own ability to generalize on experience.
As a result he possesses empty words that are of slight use
to him in meeting new situations. Verbal explanations
given to the child are a sort of short-circuiting that cuts the
child off from a natural approach to problems, to finding
solutions for himself and checking back to see whether his
solution works. One youngster who had a great desire to
investigate everything discovered some dry ice in which ice
cream had been packed. His mother said she was glad he
had not touched it. He said soberly, "Well, I did touch it
a little teeny bit, and it gave me a little shock so I left it
alone." Excellent learning from experience!
To summarize:   Children's thinking may be encouraged
by
 1.	Giving them time to think — not hurrying them in
their decisions.
 2.	Giving them occasion to think — not solving their
natural problems for them.
 3.	Setting the stage for success in solving their problems
— not putting them in situations in which they will get into
hot water whenever they experiment, or subjecting them to
too difficult artificial laboratory type experiments.
4.	Encouraging them to plan their work and play.
There is great variability in the thinking processes of
young children. They do not gain their insights in any one
way.

